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ABSTRACT

This paper presents Quanti zed Color Pack eXtension (QCPX) ISA to accelerate performance of pixel-oriented media processing applications. The QCPX ISA (with a 32 bit word size) supports two packed, quantized (reduced) 16-bit color pixels represented in a YCbCr (Y: luminance, Cr and Cb: chrominance) color format. Unlike typical multimedia instruction set extensions (e.g., MDMX, MMX, ALTIVEC), QCPX obtains substantial performance and code density improvements through implicit support for color pixel processing rather than depending solely on generic subword parallelism. To fully measure its impact, QCPX is evaluated in the context of a massively data-parallel SIMD execution platform where data parallelism is harnessed by an orthogonal mechanism. Simulation results indicate that the 32-bit QCPX ISA achieves an overall average speedup of 584% over the non-QCPX and 88% over the 32-bit MDMX-like ISA with four media applications in a same machine platform. In addition, QCPX results in a higher system utilization in excess of 95% due to a significant reduction of conditional instructions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Processing color images and video media demands tremendous computational and I/O throughput [1]. General-purpose processor manufacturers have incorporated multimedia extensions to improve the performance of certain multimedia applications. These extensions consist of SIMD-like (single instruction, multiple data) instructions that handle packed-data (subword parallelism). Among these multimedia extensions are Intel’s MMX™ [2] and SSE™ [3], Hewlett Packard’s MAX2 for the PA-RISC architecture [4], Sun Microsystems’ VIS for SPARC [5], MIPS’s MDMX [6], Alpha’s MVI [7], and Motorola’s ALTIVEC for PowerPC™ architecture [8]. These new instructions exploit data parallelism and low-precision data formats (e.g., 8-bit pixels) for media processing algorithms. Subword level parallelism (SLP) [4] instructions store a color pixel as a packed 32-bit word containing an 8-bit red, blue, green and alpha field. While subword parallelism can be exploited on the RGB components, it is not exploited on the alpha value [2]. Also, although RGB representations are widely employed, the RGB tristimuli are highly correlated and therefore not well-suited for independent coding [9].

In this paper, we propose and evaluate a novel ISA, Quantized Color Pack eXtension (QCPX), which not only eliminates RGB limitations by employing the quantized 16-bit color pixels in commonly used YCbCr color space [9] but also achieves homogeneous (i.e., uniform) subword parallelism. A 16-bit color pixel representation includes an 8-bit luminance (Y) and two 4-bit chrominance (Cr and Cb). Since a luminance chrominance space (e.g. YCbCr) allows coding schemes to exploit the properties of human vision by allocating significantly less bits to the high-frequency chrominance components that are perceptually less significant, chrominance space could be implemented using shorter fields (e.g., Cb and Cr fields are 4 bits rather than 8) while providing satisfactory image quality. Figure 1 shows a normal 32-bit operation, 4x 8-bit SIMD operation used in many general-purpose processors, and 2x 16-bit QCPX operation employed heterogeneous (non-uniform) subword parallelism.

QCPX functionality differs from other multimedia extensions by including a specific color data representation supported in hardware. This eliminates the overhead of using SIMD instructions (misalignment-related instructions and packing/unpacking data related instructions) to support color operations. It is orthogonal to packed word-data-parallel-execution techniques (or subword parallelism) that can be exploited separately. In addition, a 32-bit integer functional unit allows two sets of the 16-bit (a 8-bit and 2x 4-bit) integer unit or a 32-bit integer unit to be performed in a single cycle at the same datapaths, the overhead cost is very small. This paper evaluates the QCPX ISA along with several applications that highlight some of its features and applications execution performance on 4,096 nodes array SIMPil system [14,17].
2. QCPX INSTRUCTIONS

In QCPX, a standard unit of storage, a word, is partitioned into two sets of the 16-bit (a 8-bit and 2x 4-bit) or a 16-bit and 2x 8-bit that provides a very low-cost form using integer functional units granularity. The QCPX instruction set can be classified into four major groups based on the functional unit such as ALU instructions, memory instructions, compare instructions, and special-purpose instructions. A summary of the QCPX ISA is presented below.

2.1. Color-pack-arithmetic and logical instructions

Color-pack-arithmetic and logical instructions support ADD_CRCBY (signed, unsigned saturation, and modulo), SUBTRACT_CRCBY (signed, unsigned saturation, and modulo), MULTIPLY_CRCBY, BCAST_CRCBY (broadcast), AVERAGE_CRCBY, and SHIFT_CRCBY [left|right] operations, which are the most frequent operations in many color image and video computations. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show ADD_CRCBY and BCAST_CRCBY instructions, respectively.

2.2. Memory instructions

Memory QCPX instructions support partial load and store (Y and CbCr) operations. Some applications utilize a luminance (Y) component while preserving chromaticity (Cb and Cr) components, and vice versa [10,11,12]. Therefore, blocked loads and stores transfer packed 16-bit YCbCr of data between memory and a partitioned QCPX registers without causing allocations.

2.3. Color-pack-compare instructions

Color-pack-compare instructions support color pixels comparison to produce masks that can be used to reduce branches. In some cases, there is a need to select different data based on a condition query performed on the incoming data [2]. Figure 3 shows two conditional select instructions. The CMPSELGE_CRCBY instruction is defined as compare and select the bigger or equal values of Y and quantized Cb and Cr in parallel. Similarly, the CMPSELT_CRCBY instruction is defined as compare and select the smaller values of Y and quantized Cb and Cr in parallel.

2.4. Special-purpose instructions

Special-purpose QCPX instructions include MACC_CRCBY (multiply-accumulate) and ADACC_CRCBY (absolute-distance-accumulate) instructions that provide the most computational benefit of all QCPX instructions. Figure 4 shows an absolute-distance-accumulate instruction. Each of the ADACC_CRCBY instruction calls saves its sum in a partitioned 2x32-bit (where a 32-bit consists of a 8-bit Cr’s sum, a 8-bit Cb’s sum, and a 16-bit Y’s sum) special purpose register until the ZACC (zero-accumulate) instruction is called. A 64-bit special-purpose register is included to avoid the result of width problems to act as the destination register. This mechanism supports the extra space required for the result to be stored in full precision.

Figure 1. Type of operations. (a) Normal 32-bit operation. (b) 32-bit SIMD operation. (c) 32-bit QCPX operation.

Figure 2. Operations of QCPX. (a) Color-pack-add instruction. (b) Broadcast instruction.

Figure 3. Compare QCPX operations. (a) Compare and select greater and equal instruction. (b) Compare and select smaller instruction.

Figure 4. Absolute-distance-accumulate instruction.
3. APPLICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS

To evaluate performance of QCPX, four widely studied media benchmarks have been implemented on a 4,096 PEs SIMD array simulator [13,14] in three different configurations: (1) a baseline RISC 32-bit ISA without subword parallelism, (2) the baseline RISC plus the 32-bit MDMX-like ISA [6], and (3) the baseline RISC plus the 32-bit QCPX. The four media benchmarks (edge detection, scalar median filtering, vector median filtering, and vector quantization) span a range of key tasks in color image processing workloads. All the color image benchmarks were run with 256x256 pixel 3-band (i.e., channel) input images obtained from Intel Media Benchmark.

In all cases, the applications are hand-coded and optimized in their respective assembly languages. For each application, the worst-case scenario was used. Both execution time (texec) and sustained throughput (TThsust) are computed with reference to the 500 MHz target platform as follows:

\[ t_{exec} = \frac{C}{f_{ck}}, \quad \text{and} \quad T_{hsust} = \frac{IC \cdot U \cdot N_{PE}}{t_{exec}} \]

where \( f_{ck} \) is the clock frequency, \( C \) is the cycle count for a given application, IC is number of instructions issued during the application (i.e., the executed PE instruction count), and \( N_{PE} \) is the number of processing elements in the PE array. Performance results are shown in Table 1 with and without QCPX as well as MDMX-like ISA.

3.1. Edge detection

Edge detection is a problem of fundamental importance in image analysis such as segmentation, registration, and identification of objects in a scene [11]. One of basic edge detection’s techniques, Laplacian edge detector, uses a simple 3x3 convolution mask to create a series of 2-D spatial gradient magnitudes [15].

The most time critical operation in this application is multiplication accumulation between color pixels and Laplacian mask in 3x3 window. Using the BCAST_CRCBY instruction, each of mask values is distributed in Cr, Cb, and Y positions for future multiplications with color pixels in parallel. Then, the MACC_CRCBY instruction accumulates its sum in a partitioned 64-bit special-purpose register.

The QCPX version is 408% faster than the non-QCPX version and 108% faster than the MDMX-like version.

3.2. Scalar median filter

The scalar median filter (SMF) is an image restoration technique that eliminates impulse noise spikes from an image by replacing three-color channels with the median channels of a small neighborhood surrounding the pixels. For a 3x3 filter, nine pairs are sorted by luminance and chrominance values in parallel, and then each of the fifth entries is selected as the new color pixels [12].

Using CMPSELGE_CRCBY and CMPSELLT_CRCBY instructions, the nine registers containing two sets of packed YCbCr data are compared and selected bigger and equal (or smaller) values of each color pixels in parallel. Therefore, a bubble-sort algorithm is highly accelerated. In addition to accelerating execution time, QCPX exploits a 100% of system utilization due to the reduction of the large number of conditional instructions.

The QCPX version achieves 554% speedup over the non-QCPX version and 98% over the MDMX-like version.

3.3. Vector median filter

The vector median filter (VMF) is widely used to remove impulse noise for color image because of their ability to reduce impulse noise while preserving edges [16]. The construction of VMF is based on norm (L1 in this paper) to order vectors according to their relative magnitude differences in a 3x3 window.

In this application, using the ADACC_CRCBY (absolute-distance-accumulate) instruction, nine pairs (in a 3x3 window) for each of color pixels are compared to one another via the sum of absolute magnitude differences in parallel. This instruction reduces the large number of ALU instructions as well as conditional instructions, while providing high system utilization (95.4%).

The QCPX version exploits an overall speedup of about 1,029% over the non-QCPX version and 100% over the MDMX-like version.

3.4. Real-time vector quantization

Vector Quantization (VQ) has become a popular image and video compression technique [17,18]. Compression is achieved by subdividing the image into small blocks (e.g., 4x4 pixels) and then finding the best match for each block among the available codewords. Clearly, the full-search vector quantizer is computationally very intensive.

Using the ADACC_CRCBY instruction, the distortion between the input vector and its corresponding codeword is performed efficiently. The real-time VQ optimized by the QCPX version exploits an overall speedup of about 345% over the non-QCPX version and 80% over the MDMX-like version. Although the method of VQ is similar to VMF described in section 3.3 above such as computation between the 4x4 input block and the local codeword (64 x 64) via the sum of absolute differences measure, a higher speedup as in VMF is not achieved due to the large inter-PE communications that are not affected by QCPX.
Table 1. Applications performance with (and without) the QCPX and MDMX-like ISA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>ISA Type</th>
<th>Total Cycles</th>
<th>System Utilization (%)</th>
<th>Sustained Throughput (Gops/s)</th>
<th>Execution Time (µsec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge Detection</td>
<td>QCPX (non-QCPX)</td>
<td>865 (4,394)</td>
<td>97.86 (87.2)</td>
<td>2,004 (1,786)</td>
<td>1.7 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDMX</td>
<td>1,802</td>
<td>96.98</td>
<td>1,986</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMF</td>
<td>QCPX (non-QCPX)</td>
<td>6,203 (40,593)</td>
<td>100 (85.1)</td>
<td>2,048 (1,550)</td>
<td>13 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDMX</td>
<td>12,267</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>QCPX (non-QCPX)</td>
<td>5,814 (65,650)</td>
<td>95.4 (75.7)</td>
<td>1,954 (1,550)</td>
<td>12 (131)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDMX</td>
<td>10,462</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>1,927</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VQ</td>
<td>QCPX (non-QCPX)</td>
<td>51,943 (231,241)</td>
<td>96.1 (90.2)</td>
<td>1,968 (1,847)</td>
<td>104 (463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDMX</td>
<td>93,511</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All speedups in together (32-bit QCPX vs. 32-bit baseline RISC-like ISA and 32-bit MDMX-like ISA vs. 32-bit baseline RISC-like ISA) are shown in Figure 5. In each case, the 32-bit QCPX version is much faster than the 32-bit MDMX-like version with the same datapath in a common machine platform.

Figure 5. Speedups over the baseline ISA.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper examines the impact of the QCPX instruction set for several commonly used media applications on a SIMD pixel processor architecture. The 32-bit QCPX ISA results in a higher code density and execution time compared to that of the 32-bit MDMX-like multimedia extension. In addition, the high system utilization archived by using the QCPX ISA further indicates that the available data bandwidth and parallel execution schemes in the SIMD architecture are suitable for image and video processing applications. In addition, datapath scalability feature of QCPX is being evaluated on a processor with different datapath sizes (from 16-bit to 64-bit words) using the same instruction set without changing the ISA. This will allow more flexibility in balancing performance versus cost and power. Ongoing research will address QCPX effectiveness on other color image and video applications with more widely used ILP (pipelined, superscalar) processor architectures.
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